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Zero order reaction and first order reaction
The rate law for a chemical reaction tells the reaction rate with concentrations or partial reagent pressures. Producing the rate equations for elementary reaction TAKEAWAY KEY key key for a generic reaction [latex] text {AA} + text {bb} RightRrew text {C} [/ LATEX] without intermediate steps in its mechanism of reaction (ie, an elementary
reaction), the speed is given by: [latex] text {r} = text {k} [text {a}] ^ {text {x}} [\ t text {{x}} [ b}] ^ {text {y}} [/ LATEX]. For elementary reactions, the rate equation can be derived from the first principles using the collision theory. The rate equation of a reaction with a multimedia mechanism cannot, in general, be deducted from the
stoichiometric coefficients of the overall reaction; It must be determined experimentally. Key terms Law of the rate: an equation relating to the rate of a chemical reaction to concentrations or partial reagent pressures. The rate law for a chemical reaction is an equation that refers to the reaction rate with concentrations or partial reagent pressures.
For the general reaction [latex] text {aa} + text {bb} rightarrow text {c} [/ lathex] without intermediate steps in its reaction mechanism, which means that it is an elementary reaction, the law of the rate is given by: [latex] text {r} = text {k} [text {a}] ^ {text {x}} [text {b}] ^ {text {b}] ^ {text {y} } [/ LATEX] In this equation, [A] and [b] express
the concentrations of A and B, respectively, in mole units per liter. Exponents X and Y varies for each reaction, and must be determined experimentally; They are not related to the stoichiometric coefficients of the chemical equation. Finally, K is known as the reaction rate constant. The value of this coefficient k varierÃ with conditions that influence
the reaction speed, such as temperature, pressure, surface, etc. A smaller speed constant indicates a more slow reaction, while a greater speed constant indicates a rapid reaction. Tariff laws for various reactions: a variety of reaction orders are observed. Note that the reaction order is not related to the stoichiometry of reactions; It must be
determined experimentally. Reaction order To reiterate, exponents X and Y are not derivatives â €
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